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The influence of magnetic dipole forces on the critical dynamics of cubic ferromagnets above the
Curie point is considered. It is necessary to take such forces into account, since the exchange
interaction conserves the total spin of the system and is therefore insufficient to describe the
relaxation of the uniform mangetization and the absorption of long-wave electromagnetic oscillations.
It is shown that, in the range of temperature for which 47TX<1 (X is the static susceptibility), the
dipole forces can be taken into account by perturbation theory, and with decrease of 7 = (T - T ,) Tc -I
the critical damping increases approximately as 7- 1. In the region 47TX> 1 and for momenta less than
qo=a -1(woIT,)1I2, where Wo is the characteristic energy of the dipole forces, because of the
long-range character of these forces the spin Green function becomes anisotropic and perturbation
theory becomes inapplicable. In this temperature range and for momenta greater than q 0 the
dynamic-scaling theory holds, with a critical index Z,;::: 5/2 that is the same as when the dipole
forces are not taken into account. In the region of momenta less tha q 0 part of the momentum
dependence is "frozen in" at momenta of the order of q 0 and dynamic scaling arises with index
Z d = Z , - v - 1;:::l, where v is the correlation-length index. In this case the critical damping decreases
as 7213. Thus, this quantity has a maximum in the region of temperatures for which 47TX~ 1. At the
end of the paper a method for studying the critical dynamics by means of polarized neutrons is
discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the study of critical phenomena in ferromagnets,
usually only the exchange interaction is taken into account (cf., e.g., the paper [lJ by Halperin and Hohenberg).
However, this turns out to be insufficient for the description of a number of phenomena. The point is that the exchange interaction is isotropic; it therefore conserves
the total spin of the system. But there exist phenomena
which occur only in the absence of this conservation law.
These are, primarily, the relaxation of the uniform magnetization and the associated absorption of long-wave
electromagnetic oscillations in ferrodielectrics. In cubic
ferro magnets the magnetic anisotropy is small and the
magnetic dipole forces are the principal interaction
violating the conservation of the total spino The present
article is devoted to an analysis of the effect of these
forces on the dynamics of the critical fluctuations above
the Curie point. The main difficulty here is that, because
of their long range, the dipole forces, despite their small
magnitude, cannot, generally speaking, be taken into account by perturbation theory. We now consider this question in more detail.
The magnitude of the dipole forces is characterized
by the parameter
(1)

where Mo is the saturation magnetization at T = 0; usually, Wo ~ (10- 2-1O- 3 )T c ' We define the spin Green function by the equality
~

G., (k, 00) =i

Sdt e'·'< [s.· (tl, S_.' (0) p,
o

(2)

. Above the Curie point in zero magnetic field, the tensor
i GQ!{3 decomposes into two parts, parallel and perpendicular to the momentum k :
(4)

The long-range character of the dipole forces leads
to the result that in the limit of small k, as Krivoglaz [2J
has shown, the following formulas hold (cf. also Appendix I):
G

G.L

=--

1 +OOoG.l

-

X

X =--_ .

(5)

1+4nX.l

We note also that X == X is the ordinary susceptibility,
i.e., it determines die response to the internal field.
As Tc is approached, the susceptibility X grows and
the anisotropy of the Green function increases. In the
temperature region in which 41Tx « 1 we shall have
Gil:::": Gl' Le., the anisotropy is small and the dipole
forces can be taken into account by perturbation theory;
below we shall call this the exchange region of temperature. But if 4rrx ::?> 1, then Gil:::": w,/ «G1 , i.e., the
critical fluctuations are extremely anisotropic; as Tc is
approached they increase without limit only in the plane
perpendicular to the momentum o Below we shall call this
the dipole region of temperature. In this region perturbation theory in Wo is inapplicable, but in most cases we
can neglect the longitudinal fluctuations, i.e., we can
neglect the quantity Gil in comparison with G1 • Formulas
(5) are valid for small momenta.
It is shown below that the anisotropy in the dipole
region disappears when the momentum k becomes greater than the dipole momentum:
(6)

This Green function is related to the magnetic susceptibility of the solid, which determines the response to an
external field, by the formula

where a is a quantity of the order of the lattice constant
and K = a-lTV is the momentum equal to the inverse
range of the critical fluctuations. In accordance with the
static -scaling law,

(3)
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where Z ~ 1, T = (T - Tc)Tc1, II"" % is the correlationlength index and 1] ~ 10- 2 is the Fisher parameter, It
follows from this formula that the dipole region is very
narrow: T :::; 10- 4 _10- 5 • But, at the present time, there
are already experiments on critical absorption of elech
a
tromagnetic waves in ferrites for T ~ 10-4 (cf. the paFIG. 1
pers of Drabkin et al. [3J, Luzyanin et al. [4J, and
Hashimoto et al. [5 J ), so that a theoretical treatment of
The long-wave dynamics associated with the exchange
the dynamics in this region is timely,
part of Sa was analyzed earlier [1, 9J and will be asRecently, Fisher and Aharony[6 J have studied the
sumed to~e given. The function <I>(k, w) is the Fourier
static properties of ferromagnets in the dipole region
transform of the retarded commutator and can therefore
by means of the renormalization-group technique and
be regarded as the analytic continuation of the correcontinuation in the dimensionality of space. They showed sponding function of discrete frequencies, For the latter,
that the static-scaling theory holds, with critical indices the diagram technique of Yaks, Larkin and Pikin [lOJ can
that differ insignificantly from the indices of the exbe used. In this, the diagrams corresponding to the dichange region. In fact, this change in the indices is aspole part of rk differ from the corresponding exchange
sociated with the limitation of the growth of the longitud- diagrams only in the form of the extreme right and exinal fluctuations and with the resulting lowering of the
treme left bare vertices. The complete set of them is
effective number of fluctuating components of the magne- depicted in Fig. 1, where the shaded rectangle is the
tization. In [6J a new index cp characterizing the temexact four-point function, taking only the exchange forces
perature region in which it is necessary to take the
into account, and the extreme right and left vertices are
dipole forces into account was also calculated. It cointhe dipole vertices 2).
cided exactly with the index of the susceptibility in the
We first consider diagram 1a. After summation over
exchange region, as indeed it should, by virtue of (5).
the
discrete frequencies, the stand,ard an_~ytic continuaBelow we shall not specially distinguish the values of the
tion and replacement of n(x) = (exiT -1) by Tc/x, the
indices in the two regions, since it will always be clear
corresponding contribution to r 0 has the form
which temperature region is being discussed.

r.'"'= ~

2. UNIFORM RELAXATION IN THE
EXCHANGE REGION
The uniform relaxation has been calculated earlier
by Guber[7J by means of perturbation theory and the
random-phase approximation. He obtained the following
result:
(8)

We shall now obtain this same formula somewhat differently, In passing, several formulas will be written out
and a number of features that are important for the subsequent analysis will be discussed.
In the exchange region, the anisotropy can be neglected: Gaf3 = GO G'f3' and, in accordance with the general
theory (c£., e.g" the paper [8J by Schwabl and Michel and
the Appendix of the author's paper[9J ), for small k and
w we have

wo'G-'(O,O)

(2~)'S dk ~ S~~ (ImG(k,x))'.

(11)

This expression is analogous to the corresponding formula in [9J; in deriving it, we took into account that ImG
is an odd function of x. In accordance with the dynamicscaling law [lJ ,
G(k,W)=G(k,O)t(: ' ; ) ,

G(k,O)~Tc-'k-'+"g(~),

(12)

with z = (5 - 7J)/ 2. Substitution of this expre ssion into
(11) leads to Guber's formula (8).
We now show that the entire set of more complicated
diagrams 1b does not alter this result; their contribution can be written in the following way:
ro'b'=wo'G-' (0, O)--=:L) Sdk, dk, G'(k" 0) G'(k"O)F(k" k,),
(2n

6

(13)

where F(k1' k3) is the integral over the energies that is
obtained as a result of analytic continuation of the shaded
block (cf. Appendix II). The concrete form of this ex)_ G(k,O)r
pression is now unimportant to us. Only one thing is
G (k, w - -iw+l'. '
important-the convergence of the integrals over k1 and
r. ~G-' (k, 0) lim (iw) -, [ill (k, w) -ill (k, 0) ],
(9)
k3• If these integrals converge, then for F(k1' k3) we
can make use of the dimensional estimate
(I' (k, w) ~ ~e <O'<[.5\-" (I) ,
(0) ]>,
F ~ K l - 2 1]K- z , which follows from the properties of
the vertex parts in scaling theory (cf. the papers of
A. A. Migdal[llJ and polyakov[l2,13 J ). As a result, it
where the dot denotes time differentiationl).
turns out that ro(b) also has the form (8). But if even
Furthermore,
consists of two (exchange and dipole)
one of the integrals diverges in the region k1, 3 »K,
parts:
then formula (8) is obviously not valid.
From the principle of coalescence of correlations [12 J,
(10) . we obtain the following estimate for F for large k1, 3 :
k

{dt

i

S_."

s;:

(14)
k,

here Vk is the Fourier transform of the exchange in:
tegral and ill =.k1ki1. In the limit k = 0 the quantity (S~)e
vanishes and (S{:)d is finite.
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and the integral (13) does indeed converge. (Estimates
of this type are considered in more detail below, in the
analysis of the dipole region,)
It should be noted that in the treatment of the diffusion of the magnetization a divergence does indeed ap-
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FIG. 2

pear, and the simple dimensional estimate leads to an
incorrect eXEression for the diffusion coefficient D:
D ~ K(l +7])/2 instead of D ~ K(1-'7)/2. This divergence
is associated with the vector character of the vertices,
by virtue of which it is necessary to take into account
the dependence of F on the angle between k1 and k 3• In [9J,
therefore, a procedure different from that used here was
used to estimate D.

3. THE DIPOLE REGION

Moreover, if all the external momenta are large
compared with qo, it is necessary to use the exact Green
function in the unitarity estimates. Therefore, in the
dipole region there are two regions of momenta in which
there can be scaling properties-small and large momenta compared with qo; the region of momenta of order
qo is intermediate and in it there are no scaling properties. Clearly, the values of the critical indices in these
two regions should be different. As regards the dynamic
index z, this is shown below. The static indices IJ and 7]
in the first region have been calculated in the paper [6J
by Fisher and Aharony.
Since qo »K, there is only one static index 7] in the
second region. Clearly, its value coincides with the
value of 7] in the exchange region; this is connected with
the fact that the values of the static indices are determined by the number of components of the field. Our
primary purpose is to determine the dynamic-scaling
index zd in the region of momenta that are small compared with qo. Since for small momenta the dipole contribution to Sa is greater than the exchange contribution,
we shall starf from the assumption that the .dipole dynamics is determined by the dipole part of Sa, and then
verify the consistency of the picture thus ob~ined.

Thus, we have shown that in the exchange region the
critical damping ro grows with decrease of T, and the
uniform relaxation time To = r;/ decreases. But the
uniform magnetization is the order parameter characterizing the phase transition in ferromagnets. This
means that as T - 0 critical slowing-down of the relaxaIn place of (9), we now have:
tion should occur, i.e., To should become infinite. This
argument once again shows the inapplicability of perturi\=G" -, (k, O)lim(iw) -, [tD (k, (j)) -til (k, 0)],
bation theory in the region 47TX ;::: 1. InCidentally, in all
the calculations of the preceding section we neglected ro
(18)
compared with the characteristic exchange-scaling energy Tc (Ka)z; USing (8), it is easily verified that this can
be done in precisely the region 47TX « 1. Thus, we should
expect that in the dipole region the quantity ro decreases where ~ is the part of ~ perpendicular to k.
as T - 0 and, consequently, the dependence of ro on T
It is not difficult to convince oneself that in the limit
has the form of a curve with a maximum in the region
k
=
0 the function <I1(k, w) does not depend on the way in
47TX ~ 1, as depicted in Fig. 2.
which k tends to zero. For <11, as before, we have the
We now consider the relation between Gil and G 1 in
diagrams of Fig, L NOW, however, it is necessary to
more detail. Substituting into (5) the Ornstein-Zernike
take into account that, by virtue of (10), of the two lines
formula for G 1 :
emerging from the dipole vertices, one corresponds to
Z
G 1 (the upper lines in Fig. 1) and the other to Gil (the
(15)
G.L = -=-~---c~
T,(k'+x')a' '
lower lines). This leads to the result that, in the integrals determining rk' the important momenta are those
where Z ~ 1, we obtain
of order qo, and not of order K as in the exchange regZ
(16) ion,
Gil = -;;;-c;-;-:-::-c--::-:--:-:--=---=---:-:T,[ (k'+x')a'+Zw,T, 'J
We shall consider the diagram in Fig. 1a. In place of
whence the expression (6) for qo follows immediately3).
(11), we have
Assuming the scaling formula (12) for G1 and taking
into account that, generally speaking, f(k /K, w/kZ) ~ 1
2
T,L', S
1
f, = - W o G.L (k 0)----· d k for k « qo, from (5) we obtain
:)
'(2:1 r;
I i.l~
(oj

Grr

1
w,

"'-,

(17)

Thus, the imaginary part of Gil is small compared with
its real part. It should be noted that formula (5) is correct only in the limit k - O. Therefore, to justify formulas (6) and (17) further investigation is necessary; this
is carried out in Appendix I.
Thus, in the dipole region for momenta less than qo,
Gil can be neglected in comparison with Gl ' Thus, if the
scaling laws hold, for momenta less than qo they are due
to the properties of Gl' Thus, if we estimate the vertex
parts from the "unitarity condition" [11-13J, we must substitute the imaginary parts of G1 into the intermediate
state; allowance for the imaginary parts of Gil leads to
corrections that do not possess the scaling property
(corrections of order (47TXr 1 in the static theory and
(47TXf2 in the dynamic theory).
891
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x

2

_,

S dx, dx, ~11 G.L (1,,+1<, x,) 1m G:, (k,. x,) .

(19)

x,x, (x,+x,-di)

By virtue of (17), for k1 < qo the integrand in (19) is of
the order of w~2rk11' and for k1 > qo it decreases rapidly,
so that the integral over k1 converges. This means that
for k « qo we have the following order-of-magnitude
estimate:
(20)
It is shown below that this contribution to r k can be
neglected.
In order to write down the complete expression for
the contribution to rk from the diagram 1b, it is necessary, by making use of the complete expression for the
S. V. Maleev
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shaded block that takes account of its analytic properties
in the energies (cf. the paper [14J by the author), to sum
over the frequencies WI and W3, analytically continue in
W, and perform the subtraction appearing in the definition of rk. This is done in Appendix II. In addition, in
the formulas given there, it is taken into account that Gil
is constant for kl ,3 < qo and we can neglect 1m Gil by
virtue of (17). This has been done because, as above,
for the estimates we shall limit the range of integration
over kl, 3 by the momentum q ()o The expression thus obtained for r~b) consists of several terms, each of which
contains, in addition to the integrations over the momenta
kl and k3, integrations over two or three energies and a
certain number of energy denominators. In the expression there is one term in which the number of energy
denominators depending on integration variables is equal
to the number of integrations (two), and in all the other
terms the number of such denominators is greater than
the number of integrations by unity. All the energy denominators are associated with variables emerging (outwards) from the shaded block, and the integration over
the outward momenta k l ,3 is performed over the large
region kl, 3 ;:; qo. Therefore, for a given number of integrations, each additional energy denominator should give
a definite small quantity and the principal contribution to
r~b) is made by the above-mentioned term with two denominators. Below we shall confirm this qualitative
argument by calculations.
Thus, taking (A.II.5) into account for k <t: qo, we have
the estimate
T 'v'
1
d d
r("-G -I(k 0)_'_0
dk dk -S~
k

.L

S
'(2n)6,

1

3

n2i

;D--: (p+ ~+
FIG. 3

Next, we assume dynamic scaling; this means that,
along with (12) for G l' we have the following expression
for the vertices [13J :
r n (k,

r.

(b)

om

Here Z is the complete expression for the shaded vertex
in Fig. 1b, Xl and X3 are the energies of the lines 1 and
3, and ~ 1,3 are the discontinuities in these energies
(cf. (A.II.3». We have omitted a factor of order unity
multiplying the whole expression; there is no point in
taking it into account in our estimates.
The diagrams determining Z are organized in such a
way that there is no choice of Gil or G 1 in the internal
lines, and this means that it is necessary to associate
G1 with all the internal lines. In (20), momenta kl ,3 ~ qo
»K play the principle role in the integrals over k l ,3.
Also, because of the presence of the derivative with
respect to the variable w, which passes through the entire diagram from left to right (in (21) the energies of
the lines appearing in Z do not depend on w!), the momenta kl and k3 are not coupled. In other words, there
are necessarily internal lines, independent of kl and k3,
linking two blocks, of which the left depends on kl and
the right on k3 (cf. Fig. 3).
Below we shall see that in the integrals over these
internal lines momenta of order K or k « qo are important. In these conditions, to analyze Z we can make use
of the principle of coalescence of correlations [12J. According to this principle, if there is an n-particle vertex
and one of the momenta k is large compared with the
others and with K, the points of entry and exit of this
momentum coalesce into one and the following formulas
hold 4 ):

~x3-n(>~',';':" (k/x,

(23)

x/x').

Tc 2V 0 2

1

S

-G.L- (k,O) (211:)' dk,dk3G.L(k,,0)G.L(k,,0)

x [ (k,a) (k3a) 1,j,-Hll(k, x) -G.L-I (k, 0) (qo, a) 'I'll (k, xl,

(24)

where H(k, K) is the quantity obtained by separating out
the dependence on k1 and k3 in the diagrams of Fig. 3.
For estimates of the function H(k, K) we can make
use of the static vertices. As a result, we obtain the
correct dependence on K for k « K and on k for k » K ;
this is connected with the assumption of scaling and with
the convergence of the integrals obtained in this estimate
(there is a different analysis of the problem of such estimates in [9J).
First, we consider the first diagram of Fig. 3. Taking
(22) into account, we obtain
•

Vo

ll(k,x)-T'-(2
)'

S

_ T

) 1 Sdxldx,ImG.L(XI,p+k)ImG.L(x"p)
(+
.Il)

"

dpI3 (p,k -,-.
1t l

J1

~

X2-~

X,Xz XI

S dp G.L(pH,O)G.L(p,O) I?(

rp+k+r p

, (211:)'

(21)

f)

~'~3G.L (k,+k, x,)G.L (k" X3)-.-Z(x" 0, X3, 0, m, k" k3' k) I.~o.

x,)

Because of the formulas (22) and (23), we can separate the dependence on k1, 3 from the dependence on k and
w, and as a result the estimate for r~b) has the form

Xj.Tz'

1,3":;')0

...

k).

(25)

p,

Here we have isolated the sum rp +k + rp in the denominator, as if the energy dependence of G 1 had the form of
a simple pole (9); for order-of-magnitude estimates,
this is sufficient. For p »k, K, the integrand is proportional to p-\p2/V-3)r 1 by virtue of (23). But 2/v - 3
=-a/v, where a, the specific-heat index, is small and
negative [6 J • Furthermore, in accordance with the assumption of dynamic scaling, r p = Tc'P1PZd for p »K.
If zd »-a/v, the integral in (Z5) converges, and

p

ll(k,x)- {

qJl-l(ka)-"+3-'I'~m

k";$>x

QJz _I (xa)

- I (ka)-,,+Ol'
"<'"

k<.x.

-Zd+ 3 - Z/

v=cpz -1 (xa) -z,,+a!'Y,

(26)

Substituting this formula into (24) and neglecting r~a)
in comparison with r~b), it is easy to find zd and 'P1,2:
Zd~'/' (2-'1+ct/v) ~z,-1Iv""1,

(27)

qJl-qJ,- (qoa) II,,,,, (qoa) 'h,

where ze = (5 - 1)/2 is the dynamic exchange-scaling
index. Next, using (20), (24) and (26), we obtain the estimate
It is also not difficult to verify that taking the more
complicated diagrams of Fig. 3 into account does not
change the formulas (26) and (27). Thus, we have obtained the following formula for the characteristic
dipole-scaling energy:
k )
(xa)"qJ ( _

r.~T

,

~

T

x'

{A (q a) >I' (ka) ,.-1/, ""A (q a)'hka q ";$>k";$>x
I 0
• 0
,0
,
A , (q 0 a)'I'(xa),·-lh""A ,o,~,
(q a)"xa
k<t:. v (28)
A.-A,-1.

(22)
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This is the principal result of this paper. As we have
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already stated above, for momenta k »qo exchange
scaling with the critical index ze should occur. Thus,
when the momentum k decreases through the region
k ~ qo, part of the momentum dependence of the quantity
rk is, as it were, frozen in at the value, qo. ,We note also
that, from (28), for the uniform relaxatlOn tlme we have
[0=1'0-'''' (A2WO)-I(TJwo)-"'~-'/"

(29)

Thus, the quantity To becomes infinite as T - 0: a~
followed from the qualitative arguments at the begmmng
of this Section,
It now remains to estimate the discarded terms.
Primarily, these are Yl and Y2 in (A.II.5). By virtue of
dynamic scaling their contribution to rk is of the order
of rkr-1 ~ max(k, K)qi/, i.e., for k, K «qo they are
small. ~urthermore, in the expression for rk we.
neglected the contribution of the exchange part of S{i and
the interference of the exchange and dipole parts. We
shall consider the purely exchange contribution to rk'
The usual combination of functions G1 appears in its
vertices, With allowance for the renormalization of
these vertices by means of the Ward identity [9J , in the
region qo > k > K we obtain
qo-'·+I/V+t ),

(30)

This expression is small compared with rk for k « qo
and, as we should expect, is comparable with rk for,
k ~ qo, An analogous estimate is also valid for the lllterference contribution. It too is small for k « qo and
comparable with rk for k ~ qo. We remark also th~t we
started from the assumption that, for k «qo, the dlpole
contribution to the energy is greater than the exchange
contribution. By means of estimates analogous to the
preceding ones, it is not difficult to verify that the opposite assumption is incorrect.
To conclude this section, we shall make one remark.
The results obtained above are based on the possibility
of neglecting r~a) in comparison with r~b). This can be
done in the entire dipole region (41TX »1) and for all
momenta k « qo only if the block in Fig. 1b has no additional small quantity. But if there is such a quantity
(we shall denote it by A), there exists a temperature
region K > qoA 1/2, 41TX < A-1 in which the main role is
played by the first diagram in Fig. 1. In this region, the
characteristic energy has the form
1'.=T,(qoa)'/'(ka)'1/J ( -

k)
%

,,{1/J,(ka)';
," ( )"
..,2 xa

= T,(qoa)"

7

k~x,

k«

x.

(31)

But in the temperature region K < qOA 112, 41TX > A-\ the
formula (28) holds for momenta k < qOA 1/2, and for
qoA 1/2 < k < qo we shall have rk ~ Tcq~/2k2. In the case
under consideration, ro behaves as depicted by the
dashed line in Fig. 2.
Whence can the small quantity arise? As A. A.
Migdal has shown [15J, the Fisher parameter 1] can be
small only if the static vertices are small; Ginzburg [16J
has confirmed this statement by c,alculati,ng r 4 direci~
in the (4 - E)-theory. A crude estlmate glves r4 ~ 1]
~ 0.1. If Z has a small parameter, then it is indeed
necessary to consider two temperature regions. On the
other hand, intermediate states with an odd number of
particles, which are absent in the static theory[9J, also
make a contribution to the dynamics. But for odd vertices
the estimates of [15, 16J do not hold. Moreover, the even
dynamic vertices are evidently not smalL The point is
893
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, et a I , [17J ,or
f
that, as follows from the work of Halperlll
W »k z
G(k,

w)~w-"-oli.

and it follows from the unitarity estimates for ImG[13J
that the squares of the dynamic vertices are of the order
of sin[1T(2 - 1])/z]. This means that for the exchange
'
region A = ~sin 41T15) 1/2 ~ 0,85, and,for t h e d'lpO Ie reglOn
(sin 31TiO'[)1 2 ~ 0.53 (we have substltuted [O'[ = 1/34
from [6 J ). It is clear that we do not have a small parameter in either case; all that is possible is some additional numerical small factor, the existence of which can
be established at the present time only from experiment.
4. CONCLUSION

We now discuss the question of the frequenc~ dependence of the Green function Gl' It was shown in 9J that
this dependence can be regarded as the disPlersio~~UJhe
damping coefficient rk(w), In complete ana ogy Wl
,
we can say that rk(w) has branch points wn(k)
= -inrk/n(O), where n are integers. From these points
in the w plane there emerge cuts, downward along the
imaginary axis. Since ro(O) F 0 for k = 0, the branch
points move further away from the real axis with increasing n. Thus, it is necessary to take into account
the dispersion of the uniform damping ro(w) for w ~ ro;
if w « ro, the expressions for r o(w) and G 1 (0, w) have
the form
1'o(w) =L +iaw-~w'-i1w',

{W'

iw
G.c(O,w)=G.c(O,O) ( Ufo 1+r;[1'o~-(a-1)'l

where, by virtue of dynamic scaling,
in the dipole region, and
a~(1'o/T,(xa)

•• ) 'I.~ (4nx) '1'«1,

0'

}+r;(a-1)
w'
) (32)
,
~

1, (3 ~ ri/

~~1'o-'( 4nx) '1'«1'0- 1 ,

in the exchange region. To calculate the absorption of
long-wave electromagnetic radiation by means of (32),
it is necessary to take into account the shape of the
sample, as explained in the paper[18J by Vugal'ter and
the author.
The absorption of long-wave radiation near T c has
been studied experimentally [3-5J, and a decrease of ro
was found as the Curie point was approached. However,
in these experiments the measurements were performed
in the temperature region in which 41TX ~ 1, and, therefore, there are as yet no data for comparing the quantity
r 0 calculated above with experiment. The most interesting result of this paper is the change in the dynamic
index on passing through the region of momenta of order
qo. Evidently, this prediction can be checked only by
means of inelastic scattering of slow neutrons. How- /
ever, since the characteristic energy ro ~ Wo(Wo/Tc)1 4
~ O.l°K of interest is very small, its measurement lies
at the limit of present-day capabilities. We shall now
discuss, therefore, an experiment based on the use of
polarized neutrons.
The point is that, as shown in the papers of Drabkin
et al. [19J and the author[20J , near Tc the change in the
polarization vector of the neutrons in small-angle scattering is very sensitive to the magnitude of the transferred energy, If the incident neutrons are polarized
parallel to the momentunl, the polarization after scattering through a small angle J. is given by the formula [2oJ
(w'(kil) >
P
(33)
Po
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Here Po is the initial polarization, P is the polarization
after the scattering, k is the momentum of the neutron,
E is its energy, and (w 2 (k8) is the average energy of
fluctuations with momentum k8; this formula is correct
if (- P)Pi/ « 1.
Substituting the quantity
we obtain the estimate

rk.9-

into (33) in place of (w 2 ),

P (T')' { (ka) 'tl',
Po

ktl>qo,
(ka)2(w oITo) ", ktl~qo.

2E

quantity ~2k2 vanishes and the formulas (4) and (5) of
Krivoglaz are obtained from (A.I.5). It follows from the
second formula of (A.I.5) that the expression (6) for qo
given in the main text of the article will be unchanged if,
for k < qo,

(34)

Thus, for angles .9- < .9-0'" (karl(wo/Tc)1/2 this ratio
ceases to depend on the angle. If we assume that a '" 1 A,
then, for neutrons with long wavelength A '" 6 Afor T c
'" 1000 K and Wo '" 1 C, .9-0"'" 2° and the ratio - p/po is of
the order of several percent, which is perfectly measurable. With increasing wavelength of the neutrons, the
effect being discussed is magnified.
0

In conclusion, the author expresses his gratitude to
G. M. Drabkin, Ya. A. Kasman, I. D. Luzyanin, and E. F.
Shender for enabling the author to become acquainted
with their papers [3, 4J before publication, to S. L.
Ginzburg for the same opportunity with regard to his
paper [16J , and to all of them for a large number of interesting discussions.

APPENDIX I
We shall now give a simple microscopic derivation of
the formulas for G1 and Gil and discuss the question of
the momentum qo in more detail than in the main text.
In [10J , a diagram technique for spins was developed.
Lying at the basis of this technique is the idea of singlecell blocks joined by interaction lines. In our case, the
interaction has a tensor character:
(A.I.1)
where the last term depends on the way in which the
vector k tends to zero; in particular, for k == 0 the
tensor nc;n{3 must be replaced by the tensor of the demagnetizing coefficients NC;{3 (Nc;c; '" 1). Introducing, as
in[10J , the set ~c;{3(k, w) of irreducible diagrams, we
obtain the equation
Ga,(k, w)=~",(k, w)+~,"(k, w)V.,(k)G,,(k, (0).

(A.I.2)

In the presence of spontaneous magnetization this equation has been studied by Korenblit and Klochikhin [21J.
In cubic crystals we have, in the most general form,

The critical phenomena near Tc are associated with
smallness of the denominator in the expression for G 1 •
This means that ~1 "'" Vii ~ T c ' and we need to elucidate
the values of k 2 for which the quantity V~k2~2 is comparable with WOo For this we remark first of all that
anisotropy of the Green function is sufficient for the appearance of the second term in (A.I.3), and, therefore,
in the dipole region there is no additional small term
associated with the small quantity woTc1 • Furthermore,
in the scaling region, the k-dependent part of ~ must be
estimated from the "unitarity condition" [11, 13J. In this
procedure, since the term k2~2 is determined from the
same diagrams as the k 2-dependent part of ~ 1, these
quantities are of the same order (ka)2- TJT~l. This is
sufficient for the validity of (6) and (17).

APPENDIX II
We now perform the analytic continuation in w of the
diagram in Fig. lb. The initial expression under the integrals over kl and k3 has the form
A(iw)=T'L, G.c(iro,) Gil (iro2)

.,

:63"'~4"'0.

For k

F 0,

Eq. (A.I.2) is easily solved:
G -G
a~-

woGla.Vn"njJ.GIIlr.
tall -

1+wonpnq>G 1P4\

G,=(1-~V,)-'~,

'

(A.I.4)

V,=V.+wo/3.

Above T c in the absence of a magnetic field, it follows
from (A.I.3) and (A.I.4) that
(A.I.5)

6 •• + ••.•

Here we have omitted the dependence on kl and k3, which
is unimportant for the following discussion. The letter
Z denotes the complete expression for the shaded block.
In [14J it was shown that the following formula holds:
+Z13(iW11

Z(iWll iw:,:, iCtla, i(i)~) =Zi2(iOlt, iw~, iW3, iw", iwt+i(Jh)
iW3 1 iwl", irot-iws)+Z14(iwh iUh, ic.iJa, iWh iWt-iw,,).

ifJh,

(A.n.2)
The terms in this sum are analytic functions of each of
the arguments written out, with cuts along the real axis.
This property makes it possible to carry out the summation over the internal frequencies and the analytic
continuation in w, by expressing the answer in the form
of an integral of the discontinuities of the function Z in
its arguments; we recall that the discontinuity of a function across a cut is the name given to the quantity
1

Il xf(x) = 2i[f(X+il5) -f(x-il5)

(A.I.3)
where h is the unit vector in the direction of the mean
magnetic moment. Above Tc in zero magnetic field,

~

J.

(A.n.3)

We shall not carry out all the calculations in detail,
since they are analogous to those available in [14J. We
shall confine ourselves to indicating their consistency.
By summing over Wi we obtain
.
T
A(!ro)=-,
:rt

S dx,dx2(X,+X2). ) 1l,1l2G.c(x,)GII(X2)K(x"X2,!ro).
.
(A •114)
•
x,x,(X,+X2-!W

Here K is the triangular diagram standing to the right of
the lines 1 and 2 in Fig. 1b; it is an analytiC function of
each of its three arguments. The discontinuities taken
in this formula are of the whole expression standing to
the right of ~1,2' In the derivation of (A.n.4) all the
Planck functions n(x) are replaced by T/x. There is a
formula of this type in the Appendix in [14J .

It is not difficult to convince oneself that the diagrams
for ~ c; {3 have a well-defined limit, independent of the
way in which k tends to zero. Therefore, for k - 0, the

If, using the analytic properties of Z, we now perform
the summation over W3,4, analytically continue in w,
carry out the subtraction procedure (18) that appears in
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the definition of rk and replace
following expressions:

Gil

by

wo\

we obtain the

1 = lim(iw) -'[A(w) -A(O) j= 10+1,+'("

T'- { - 1
1,=
iCiJo2

+ -1

S

n3

S

dx, dx, dx,

~,~,G.L(x,)G.L

dx,dx,dx,

~,~,G.L (x,)G.L (x,)Z(x"

X,X3X.\ (X3+ X,)
T'
dx, dx,
1,=-.-, --:;'Wo
it"
x,x,(x,+x,)
,,3

{t S

S
x~,z"(x"x,,x,-y,O,y)+1

n2

t S-u,G.L
dx,
+.A

"

x,

+--.!.s
,,'

() [

x,

( x, ) Z ( x"x"x"O,O )

X 1XZX3(Xt+ X Z)

-1
,,'

S

~,~,G.L(XI)

[

(A II 5)

t S-G,.L(x,-y)·
dy
• •
"

x,-y

dx,dy
]
(
) ~,Z"(x"x"x,,x,-y,y)

X3 XI-Y

dx, dyG.L'(x,-y)
x, (x,-y) (x,+x,-y)

dx,dy
X3(X,-y) (x,+x,-y)

~

0, x" x" 0)11 '

~oZ"(x"O,x,-y,x,,y)

~,G.L(x,)~yz"(x,,O,X"X'-Y'Y)]}.

In these formulas certain arguments have been found
to be equal to zero, since after the replacement of Gil
by wo 1 the integrals
- tsdx,
- . ~x,Z(. ..
Jt
x,

,Xi' ... )=Z("",

° )
,,, . .

(A,II.6)

arose, This equality is a consequence of the analytic
properties of Z and of the fact that the function Z should
fall off for large values of the arguments. In the expression for Y2 the operations of taking the discontinuities
must be applied only to those arguments which do not
depend on the combination Xl - y. We note also that Y2
is not symmetric with respect to the pairs Xl, 2 and X3, 4.
This is connected with the non-symmetric procedure of
the calculations, It would also be possible to write Y2 in
a symmetrized form,
l)It was shown in [9] that the complete formula for rk, unlike (9), con-
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tains a further factor, which is usually close to unity. Starting from
symmetry considerations it can be shown that it equals unity in the
exchange region. In the dipole region there is a small correction to
unity, vanishing in the limit qo = 0; we do not take this into account
below.
2)The complete set of diagrams for rk contains diagrams with a singleparticle intermediate state. Starting from the symmetry under time
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the power exponent from 1/2.
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